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Tourism Integration partners Travelport to launch feijipiao.co.nz
3 July 2017
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Travelport (NYSE: TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform today announces a new
partnership with Tourism Integration (New Zealand) for the launch of feijipiao.co.nz.
This partnership allows feijipiao.co.nz access to Travelport’s innovative Travel Commerce
Platform providing its consumers with easy access to real-time travel content from over 400
airlines, both low cost carriers and network carriers, as well as 650,000 hotel properties and
extensive car rental, rail and cruise options.
Feijipiao.co.nz is the first online travel agency (OTA) dedicated to serving Chinese customers in
Australasia. The Chinese community in New Zealand makes up about 4.3% of the total national
population[1]. Phil Goff, the Mayor of Auckland said “This is a great initiative in New Zealand
and it is great to see a business facilitating travel for the New Zealand Chinese community.
Automated comprehensive solutions and an aggregated website for travel purchase by offshore
Chinese are good steps forward.”
“Travelport is proud to be a technology partner of a platform that provides a fully-automated
search and booking system with robotic ticketing capabilities,” commented Mark Meehan,
Managing Director for Asia Pacific, Travelport.
“Travelport recognises the increasing trend in online travel booking, with the Chinese market
leading the way. As an organisation that values clients of North Asian origin, we fully support
Fejipiao’s focus and dedication in serving the offshore ethnic Chinese community. We are
honoured to be a part of this movement in the industry.”

Hao Chen, Chief Technology Officer, Tourism Integration says: “We are pleased to embark on
this partnership with Travelport. It is important for us to recognise the great support of the team
at Travelport and to work together in delivering unique, seamless and automated online
experience that has never been offered to this traveller-segment before. We look forward to a
great working relationship and building a firm foundation for future commercial successes
together.”
A similar website serving the Australian market, feijipiao.co.au, will be also be launched in the
coming few months.
[1] 2013 Census. Statistics New Zealand (http://www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013census/profile-and-summary-reports/ethnic-profiles.aspx?
request_value=24737&parent_id=24726&tabname=#24737). Retrieved May 23, 2017.

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.

About Tourism Integration/Feijipiao.co.nz
Incorporated in New Zealand and Australia, Tourism Integration is a technology-based online travel
company, focused on serving the travel needs of fast-growing offshore Chinese community and international
students. Feijipiao.co.nz is the first OTA in Australasia that can communicate with its customers in Chinese
and offer multiple cross-border RMB online payment solutions.
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